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Scene 1 

 

Ext. Abandoned village. Moonlight dark night 

 

There is an abandoned village at the edge of a forsaken landscape. Its a 

crimson moonlit night and there are bats flying all 

 

over. 

 

The village seems like the people in it had magically vanished as in the 

middle of their routine life. As there are utensils, 

 

tools, carcasses, a table laid for food but the people are missing, as if 

just before dinner when they were gonna partake of 

 

their meal they were abducted by an alien ray. 

 

We move into the village and find empty houses made of wood and things in 

it being battered and bludgeoned  by time, a slow 

 

deterioration of places, things and people uncared for. 

 

Many of these houses like structures are empty, though some have people 

living in it, almost they are merged with the place 

 

they are like a coat of painting. 

 

As we had entered the village there is an all pervading sound. It seems 

like churning of machines deep underground, or to be 

 

coming from a far away galaxy, as the sound is undecipherable, like the 

scurrying of a squirrel's feet on a dew kissed moss 

 

land. The sound seems to rise in waves not in volume though in intensity, 

the waves cascade like radio active lava over the 

 

town and as we are deeper and deeper into the village the sound rises. It 

seems like someone is gargling, then like a stone 

 

plopped in water to carry it maximum bounces in the same throw, then it 

becomes like a dripping waterfall which turns into 

 

waves slipping between ones toes and one losing the ground under ones 

feet as the water recedes away. We trespass across 

 

various places of abandonment and as the moon's half open lid peeps from 

behind the cloud, we see that in a small opening a small house like 

 

structure and someone curled like a fetus on an elevated ground inside 

the hut. The sound has now revealed its true nature; 

 

it being water. The person lying on the ground curled up like a feline 

creature of neolithic hibernation, sprawls to sudden 



 

attention and gets up, almost sniffing at the sound of water. Then this 

old lady of 80 rushes out in the direction from where 

 

this sound is emitting. She traverses landscapes in the dark with 

moonlight intermittently guiding her and misguiding her, 

 

the bats criss-cross in their radio waved world of searching for preys. 

Highs and lows, the sound of water dances in shapes 

 

of trees, bushes, carcasses, dulled land. She stops when she feels that 

the point has arrived from which the waves are 

 

emitted. Its a strange land the coloring of it is bit different from the 

land around it though its only a shade of gradation 

 

and one cant make it out normally only with a certain angle maybe at a 

certain time of the day it might be revealed that the 

 

soil in this particular turf in between of dulled cracked up land just 

like the face of the wrinkled lady could there be 

 

something of this promise, it was a small piece of land its demarcations 

resembling the map of olden kurukshetra,the map 

 

being on a 0.1 by 10000 reduction in mapping, and there were no cracks in 

the soil, as if gods had stood there pissing, while 

 

the whole landscape connected to it went to rot in the desert; to compare 

it with the face of the lady would be like the many 

 

tributaries of wrinkles on her face connecting like trains from different 

parts to each other and the area around her mouth 

 

other than her blistered lips was spared of the onslaught of time and 

nature; this piece of duff colored plot in essence was 

 

the mouth of the district. 

 

The old lady keeps her ears to the ground and starts to listen and the 

sound of water trapped like a genie in a bottle for ages, within makes 

her sure this is 

 

where she wants to dig a well. She tries  to dig with her fingers just in 

jest, looks at her nails which are filled with the 

 

dried soil making her  cracked nails look more emancipated and she turns 

it around in the light of the moon, admires it and 

 

then goes home. 

 

Scene 2 

 

Ext. Blistering day. Ravaged dry landscape 

 

We see almost like in mirages, the figure of an old lady walking with her 

animal carrying water. The mirages seem in the extreme light and heat to 

shift as the eye is able to just capture glimpses of it as a 

constellation shifting dots in front of a watery prism, as if looking 



through the sweat that shines in front of a person's eye when under 

extreme sunlight. 

 

The lady and the animal are standing, giving water to passengers who are 

wearied by their journey and collecting a coin for each glass. (The way 

she holds out her hand to get the coins is to be reciprocal to the way 

she hands out the coins in the next scene) The glass has cracks, so does 

the many pots which are laden on a cart ridden by the animal. There are 

many who come weary and quench their thirst but the coins which she holds 

in her hand refuse to jingle against each other because her palms are so 

dry. She waits, long waits, and has some paltry dry bajra roti with 

onion, though the animal is feed nothing. there are few travelers in this 

road less traveled, as mostly they take the roads which have more rest 

points. 

 

She begins her long walk back home. 

 

Scene 3 - Ext. Day. Village 

 

We see many hands are stretched open and they are sweaty, as they are not 

as dry as the dry emancipated lady who when she cries even then only the 

lower lid skin peels off, though there are no tears. 

A coin drops in each open palm and it shuts as we move on to other open 

palms and coins keep dropping from her hand. 

 

Scene 4 - Ext. Well location. Day 

 

The first clang of the crowbar hits the place and few flecks of soil 

splinter in agony. Men leaping across sunbeams as brightness is cut to 

darkness momentarily, to gather their tools. Then its incessant attack. 

the soil yields, gives up. The lady is standing aside watching her well 

being dug. They keep digging maybe with a chant, maybe silently, or with 

the rhythmic sounds of their plundering of the soil. 

 

There are few men and women of varied ages and they have formed ranks of 

how to go about it, some do the digging in turns; others take the mud dug 

out and dump it at a safe distance from where it ant fly back in. This 

goes on in turns. 

 

They have dug quiet deep and the land seems to show its true color, where 

it promised on its outer beauty to be a giving mother, as one enters 

deeper it seems to turn like a two faced joker. Its colors changing, the 

fine grain on top turning in to thicker pebbles, and the promise of 

moisture disappearing as they encounter soil which has not seen any H2O 

since Genghis Khan Invaded central Asia. 

 

Their perspiring bodies of the men, women, children and animals; the 

armpits and torsos  of the women in heavy gear are drenched like a 

leaking roof in the house of a diamond-digger in Zaire during a mid-day 

storm. 

 

The lady is quietly watching. There is no lunch budget and the workers 

are not happy. 

 

Those employed start to leave one by one with an excuse or a jibe. Her 

rugged bag of money is empty. She tries to do her bit by moving a basket 

of mud from one place to another, its hard for her thus she continues. As 

it was the women's job to put the dug up mud in another place; domiciled,  

the women start to leave one by one. The lady walks up-to the place and 

peeps down, they have dug 25 feet. Now she starts to slid down. And 



starts to help.Her animal watches from above as the sun and moon before 

exchanging governments, both shine in the horizon captured by the lens of 

the open hole. 

 

Scene 5 - Ext (Land)/ Int (Well) - Sombre weather 

 

We see two lights sparkle, a constellation awakens her in the mid-night. 

She is alone, there is none, if there was an echo converted to a Richter  

scale it would be on scale 9. The head of her animal obscures some light 

coming in. She is parched. She starts to dig and keeps digging, with the 

coming light she is able to scoop a path of digging conical and in an 

ecliptic fashion following the age old saying of digging with the setting 

star, that's where the water is and the light is guided by the organisms 

beneath. People arrive in the morning and give her some food. They dig 

along with her. as the day goes by one by one they start to leave. Its 

unsaid but all know the money is over, so they escape without intimation. 

 

In this  day they had arrived 37 feet, she keeps digging. few faithful's 

stick along, though sceptically. Its the hour of the twilight, and as 

they see the sand changing color under light magically, they are 

rejuvenated and dig on. 

 

The soil seems to be churned of sediments layered over different periods 

of hostility, revealing a shade of purplish brown, then a blackish red 

etc and the fine sand on top which had turned to small uneven pebbles has 

now transformed into geometrically edged splinters and stones.  

 

As she is alone, a basket comes towards her from the top and she scoops 

the dug up mud into it and then its pulled up by her animal, which drags 

it along a distance and with the jerk of its neck makes the rope overturn 

the basket filled with soil and then brings back the empty basket back to 

the well. This goes on for a while.  

 

The lady keeps digging, few people return to help her and they encounter 

a rock. 

 

Almost their crowbars and tools are not sharp enough to get through the 

impregnable rock. They try from various angles, using different fulcrums 

to wedge the rock out of its slumber but to no avail.  

 

The hole they had dug is V shaped and not a circle, as its not a well 

executed job and done with reluctance by the lure of money. 

 

The start to now in frustration dig around to make it U shaped. They are 

hungry, wives are waiting at home, their animals need to be tended and 

they have to get their own water from a well 15 kms away in the next  

village. They demenour is of revolt, a mutiny against this wretched lady 

who refuses to die and their honor which doesn't let them leave as they 

have taken her money. 

 

 But the rock is the last straw and they start to go up by ropes which 

they had got and few men are able to climb up the uneven hole they have 

dug. They collect their ropes, circle their animals and walk away. 

 

The lady is alone, she hadn't noticed, she hasn't had water in a while; 

she picks a left behind tool and starts to attack the rock from the top 

it only exhausts her, then she starts to hit around the sides, a few 

meager chisel's fly. Then she changes her strategy and starts at the base 

and digs. The tool is unsharp and gives way. Now she is on the ground and 

with the bend tool tries to turn the soil around. The Earth is a strange 



eco-system where lives exist at each level and carries on without the 

other species live whole lives or whole species without knowing that the 

other existed. There are multitides of microscopic and few mm brown, 

grey, yellow etc coloured insects, creatures which thrive in these 

conditions. Centipedes, insects, ants, termites, earthworms, comes to 

life in an invisible manner around her. We cant notice, she cant notice.  

 

The hole which is dug and the rock right in its centre, looks like a 

projectile in the deep middle of a crater, or like a dilated pupil in the 

iris. She keeps digging around the rock. Her animal is standing and 

looking from the top and waiting for her to fill the basket so it can go 

and throw the soil away, but she seems to have forgotten and the soil she 

digs from around the rock is scattered around, until she finally fills 

the leather bucket and the animal does its job. the old women is 

exhausted but thirst is driving her.  

 

She is dehydrated, the mirages keep hitting her.  What she is seeing we 

have no idea though only we see her reactions, her eyes, her hands, 

limbs, the stiffening, the glazed looks. Her motion and body language is 

an expression of what she is seeing in her dehydrated mirages which we 

cant. The structure of the protruding rock is strange, it almost seems 

like a fossil but is so coarse, hard, slippery, edgy that no creature 

would want to be mummified within it.  

 

As night descends she puts her head on the rock and sleeps. 

 

Scene 6 - Ext - Day - Village - Well 

 

The village is extremely dry. And a forest fire might break out at 

anytime, just a mater of friction. Its parched and the sun seems to be 

closer in this winter. The fog seems to burn. The village now has a hole 

in its middle, the well which she is digging, like a navel which reminds 

of a birth and foregone connection. And only the sound of her digging is 

heard whereas everything is quiet and the wind raises dust, and it blinds 

people as the sun lights up the dust before it hits their eyes, like warm 

becon right from the grill into ones palate. At times there is so much 

fog that only streaks of sunlight can enter like spot lights into the 

village and then with the moving clouds would follow the trajectory and 

fade away. 

 

There is such a rare trajectory in which the sun shines from above yet 

hits not her straight but is coming off the rough unprofessionally dug 

side walls of the Well, making her look bathed in light from as if many 

splintered suns and not one. 

 

The old lady is is trying different techniques, like using rock fulcrums, 

trying to spit on the rock as there is no water to wet the soil but there 

is no spit left in her too to get the ground around the rock wet, her 

animal dribbles few spits from top. She keeps digging, and her nails are 

filled with soil, both hands and feet. her body has shrunken in just 

these few days and there seems to be no water in her body and one can see 

it. She has vomited and there is hyperthermia. 

 

There is no water above too. And the animals are growing restless. The 

scattered villagers have resigned to a slow waterless death. The animals 

cant or the children cant and they go in search of it and their walking 

and movement gives friction to the dried trees. 

 

Scene 7 - Twilight/Night - Village/Well 

 



The rock has been uncovered to an extent and she is furiously going at 

it. She looks like a part of her surroundings, not covered in mud and 

soil but it being her skin, though mostly she is the same its the nails, 

of her hands and feet, nails which seems to have grown perpetually 

embedded like an excavator into a landmine.  

 

There is a peace in being an animal. One just does its task without 

knowledge of its consequence. If its food it wants it wants, if its water 

it wants it wants and there are no negotiations to it, almost childlike. 

She is in that state now digging, once there was a thought, a knowing 

that she is doing this, now there is only instinct. And as she keeps 

digging, the way she has been digging has changed vigorously since she 

first got into the well a few days ago. First it was her age which 

dictated her pace, then it was her need as people started to abandon her, 

then when all would have given up it was her desire which kept her going, 

now it was nothing else it is just the water. Transformation from digging 

as a laborer, an owner, a novice, thief, animal, desperate 

person,researcher,nature lover,predator,parasite etc how the same person 

acquires these various apparitions in a matter of time.  Being an animal 

at such times is divine, lost in its own zone unaware or uncaring of 

anything around. Maybe that's why they give shapes of animals to gods. 

 

The rock almost like a Lingam now stands unsheathed, yet how much remains 

for it to yield. In a way the rock has become something she has never  

faced in her hard life, oh yes she has had a very hard life and its all 

been about survival, about basic things. She has got through it all and 

yet now presents something to her which is the most singular thing she 

has ever seen, yet its just a rock, like trillions of its brothers 

embedded thus unknown unseen and its shape, its position being a roll of 

nature. Yet here there was a reverence, a fascination, that it will yield 

to her and it has been placed there solely for the purpose that she come 

and uproot it. So she continues.  

 

(We have to work on the soundscape of the whole screenplay, as its just 

live recorded sounds and no mixing for effect; thus the sound must.....?) 

 

And as we discover over the days when she has dug the soil around the 

rock that the shape of rock in befuddling, as in, if we look at a random 

sample of a rice particle or diamond etc we can tell about the quality, 

shape, size etc of the whole lot but here looking at what was on the top 

and what gets revealed as we progress in the top below, the middle, seems 

to defy any sampling methodology and that's why the villagers were not 

able to find ways to dig it out or her, for once a characteristic is 

revealed its only a matter of time to devise a method to apply to its 

whole, but if different aspects and parts of it seems to be at variance 

then it becomes tricky. 

 

She is at it, digging, scrambling, with her hands, her nails have been 

broken, few of her nails have been uprooted, from her hands and feet, the 

blood has been caked by the mud and crawling microscopic insects scantly 

seen by the camera though felt by her are creating micro-galaxies on her 

body.  

 

She is using her teeth, strong teeth, teeth which has seen tobacco in its 

youth, and raw undercooked meat at times. A colour of nature they are. 

She uses her hands, feet, mouth. And the rock seems to yield, to bow, to 

succumb. The rock moves gently and she stops after 8 hours of non stop 

fibrillation.There is a gap in the soil on one side of the rock, she 

looks at it digs her fingers in and tries to use it to upheaval the rock. 

her fingers get struck as the rock rocks back in and wedges itself itself 



into a position it had securely known for many years or even centuries 

and her fingers are now struck and the pain is excruciating but there is 

no feeling of the pain in her for the receptors of pain need oxygen to 

transport the message to the brain and there is no water to carry that 

oxygen in her system, so she is blank and  unblinking as her fingers 

almost are getting crushed, and the rock rocks back too and fro like an 

idly rice raw material human grinder of the olden days and she is just 

looking at the rock sway to an unknown tune. And before it finally 

settles she has had the sens to scoop out with the brown muddied painful 

nailless fingerss scoops of mud which will give her the leverage to 

dethrone the rock when it stops. It stops. And now she starts to scoop 

around with her advantage and is able to move the rock a bit and bit by 

bit the rock starts to respond. As the rock turns under her barbaric 

assault, the mud starts to grow moist, the crackling soil under her 

becomes darker as few particular  women who blush turn  shades of 

crimson, the soil becomes wet as she has fingered it long enough.  

 

And above in the purple darkness, the sky is of a color which it was when 

there were no automobiles as this village is so far away from any such 

vilification of nature and yet bears its own punishments. is there a moon 

some would say there was on that day others would dispute was there a new 

constellation of that which showed a women hunched in her own paunches? 

some would say there was, some would dispute but that's conjecture, now 

there is only the woman, the Well, The sky, the earth and all 

inhabitants.  

 

She feels the moist soil and keeps it to her lips, water inside the mud, 

sand granules which touch her blistered, 

parched,burnt,rotten,bitten,infected,bleeding (oh they cant bleed much 

for cuts become dry when there is no water) lips, and after how many days 

since she has drawn water from the Well of some abusive landlord now does 

she feel a water that belongs to her even though its through a prism of a 

fossilized museum piece of a mud grain.  

 

Now she has felt it like a blood thirsty tigress, out on her final hunt 

and she digs with vigor never seen before. 

 

In the village there are a cluster of trees, which have been together in 

thick and thin and these are the ones unto ,mischief as they are quiet 

dried up and connect via a system of mini micro big foliage to other 

parts of the many vegetation of the village. And when two of then rub 

together there is a natural electricity which passes through, and a 

forest fire they say it is. The fire starts when a bird tweets of a dried 

branch with falling dry leaves with holes the size of piercing on a 

bull's nose, and the bird drops its song and the dropped song touches the 

uncaressed leaves and they flutter and come alive and twist and turn and 

create a momentary wiggle of a wind which ignites a red flame and then 

there is a horoscope of a forest fire. 

 

And she keeps digging at the rock as the soil around her keeps turning 

darker and darker with the liquid beneath, like a blotting paper 

absorbing, absorbing. 

 

Its too dark and we cant see her dig we can only hear her, her breathing, 

the sound of hands digging sometimes crashing against the rock and 

around, only the sound and slowly we see flickers of light come and go, 

as she is revealed digging to get the rock out fully. In these flickers 

of light which is coming from the beginnings of the forest fire we also 

see the face of her thirsty and hungry animal and also of her and the 

Well is presented in the primitive light of fire for the first time, like 



a pre-historic cave million years old exhumed and lit and seen after many 

centuries by a fire which its original inhabitants might have used at 

that point of time, for fire is the same be it the first time it was 

discovered or now when we light it and that's what connects us to the 

infinite past of a space where there is no light except sane that of 

fire. And in these flickers we see that there has been an area of 15 cms 

which has been dug around the rock and thus making it viable to ply it 

out. 

 

Now she hugs the rock and tries to pull it out, but the rock is too 

heavy, maybe twice her weight or more or who knows how much lies below 

the tip of the rockberg. She has hugged it and while hugging it she keeps 

digging behind it, an unsettling position. And now she rotates around 

while holding the rock in a bear-hug and keeps digging with her hands 

which are on the back of the rock thus creating a churning motion and the 

rock turns albeit slowly in comparison and they fall into a motion. The 

fire on top which was like a flicker of cave like pre-historic mashaal's 

litting up a Herzogian cave has now turned more steady and their arc is 

spreading like a sun coming out of an eclipse.  

 

If the big bang can reverse itself.  

 

The old woman has almost turned into a churning mill in the light of a 

starting burning forest. And how would the underbelly of the earth which 

has been laid barren sound along with the freedom of the land above their 

sounds of humus and dumus must create thus. Like amubulance lights the 

upper crackling britle woods seemed burning in thier lenght insects, 

small animals who were sleeping since long without knowing that some 

change will come.were blistered, skinned, singed,burnt, buried, . 

extinction coming to life.  

 

The rock is now rotating like a chaaki and maybe there could be a 

manthan.  

If from above one could see there is a circle of fire spreading and this 

hole which is concetric circle and the hole she has dug up is just its 

centre. The fire starts to spread circularly and here she is still 

struggling with the rock. 

 

Its quiet dark and the rock comes lose a bit from the side and there is a 

feeling of dampness, the mud turns damp and as she has not had water for 

days she licks this mud and her body absorbs what water it gives. She 

plies the rock more and droplets of water come up and then more and she 

starts to lapel it up, and then the water starts to rise and then she has 

her fill and when she is too full she tries to push the water back in, 

she stands the water rises, she tries to climb the walls of the well and 

slips constantly, the she just stands admiring the water as her animal 

gives a moan from above and slowly the water engulfs her (or she 

struggles till the end until the water drowns her). 

 

And from the top we see the abandoned village being burnt in the 

circumference and the water gushing out from its centre with her body. 

 

Written and Directed by Satindar Singh Bedi 


